⌸␣␣ ␣ ␦ µ-Everything flows, nothing stands still (Heraclitus). Rapid changes in environmental contingencies require flexible capacities through which organisms can come to expect biologically significant events (unconditioned stimuli, US) and modify the behavior in anticipation of those events if behavior is to remain adaptive; i.e., increase the probability of obtaining beneficial and avoiding harmful consequences (Sutton and Barto 1998; Dickinson and Balleine 2002) . In a dynamic environment, some of the stimuli can predict the occurrence of single USs (conditioned stimuli, CS), others may indicate the nature of the CS-US contingency (occasion setters, OS) and again others may be present without having any relationship to the US whatsoever (context). Thus, in order to be able to form an accurate expectation of future USs, animals have to extract from the universe of sensory signals the actual predictors by separating them from nonpredictive stimuli. In principle, this can be achieved if only those sensory inputs that bear a temporal relationship to the reinforcer are taken as predictors (Wickens 1987) .
Tethered Drosophila can be trained to avoid heat punishment (US). Predictors of heat punishment can be the behavior of the fly, a variety of stimuli or almost any combination of both Heisenberg 1991, 1997; Wolf et al. 1998; Ernst and Heisenberg 1999; Liu et al. 1999; Brembs and Heisenberg 2000, 2001; Heisenberg et al. 2001; Tang et al. 2004; Katsov and Clandinin 2006) . In these paradigms, the fly is attached to a measuring device that transduces the fly's turning behavior (yaw torque) into an analog signal (Fig. 1) . The signal can be used to establish any kind of behavioral consequence . We have used the unique environmental control this set-up affords to highlight the role of the temporal relationship of initially neutral stimuli (context, CS, OS) and US, and its consequences for the acquisition of predictive memory in wild-type and transgenic flies.
Take, for instance, differential conditioning of visual patterns (Wolf and Heisenberg 1991; Ernst and Heisenberg 1999; Brembs and Heisenberg 2000; Tang et al. 2004; Katsov and Clandinin 2006) . In this paradigm, animals learn to avoid one visual pattern (e.g., an upright T) and to prefer another (e.g., an inverted T). All other stimuli remain constant throughout the experiment. Slightly modifying the experiment by changing the background color between training and test (e.g., from bluegreen to blue or from blue-green to green or vice versa) does not disrupt performance (Liu et al. 1999) . The color remains constant during training and thus the T-patterns are the sole reliable predictors of reinforcement-the colors fulfill the definition of context. Wild-type flies can generalize the pattern memory across certain contexts (context-independent memory), while flies with impaired mushroom-body function cannot (Liu et al. 1999) . The pattern memory of the mushroom-body-impaired flies is thus context-dependent. Interestingly, context dependence is often presented as a costly or advanced brain capacity or feature, while context independence is often described as a failure of the brain to incorporate the context into the memory template (e.g., Law et al. 2004) . It is curious that flies with impaired mushroom-body function should exhibit such a feature, while wild-type flies fail to do so. Is context dependence a feature or a failure of the brain? One explanation for the low learning scores in the transgenic or mushroom-bodyless flies may be that they are not able to perform the separation between patterns and colors (Liu et al. 1999) . In this view, the exhibited context dependence is a failure to separate patterns from colors, forming a compound memory template. A second explanation may be that the flies with compromised mushroom-body function detect much more quickly than wild-type flies that there is no punishment at all in the new situation. This enhanced detection then abolishes the pattern preference in the mushroom-bodyless flies. In this view, the context dependence of the pattern memory is a feature of the brain, not present in wild-type flies and brought about by inhibiting mushroom-body output. To test these hypotheses, we have designed a set of experiments in which the same stimuli are arranged to produce both context-dependent and independent pattern memory in wild-type flies (Fig. 2) . To start exploring the biological basis of context dependence, we tested transgenic flies in some of these experiments (Fig. 4, below) .
Results

Outline
We observed a shift in associative strength of the contextual color cues with increasing predictive relationship of the colors to the punishing heat beam (Fig. 2) . The increase in the predictive relationship was conducted in five steps. The first step was to reproduce the original context generalization experiment by Liu et al. (1999) with wild-type flies and also with the mb247 driver strain used here (driving tetanus-toxin expression in the mushroom bodies). In this case, the predictive relationship was minimal, as the color change only occurred once, and this single signal predicted a test period ( Fig. 2A, Context generalization) . In a second step, the background color change still only predicted test from training, but this training-test transition now occurred repeatedly instead of only once (Fig. 2B ,C, Feature discrimination). In a third step, background colors were still changed between periods as before (i.e., temporally), but this time the color change did not simply indicate the training-test transitions, but indicated a reversal of the CS-US contingency; one color indicated that the upright T was punished (and the inverted T unpunished), while the other color indicated the reverse relationship (Fig. 2D , Temporal conditional discrimination). In a fourth step, the colors still indicated the nature of the CS-US contingency as in the step before, but instead of only controlling the patterns while the colors were switched between periods, the flies now had operant control over both colors and patterns (Fig. 2E , Operant spatial conditional discrimination). A yoked control established the importance of this additional operant component (Fig. 2F , Yoked conditional discrimination). At the same step, we also established classical conditional discrimination (Fig. 2G , Classical spatial conditional discrimination). In a fifth and final step, we set up the background colors as direct predictors (CS) of the US (Fig. 2H , Operant color discrimination learning). Thus, in a battery of tests, we varied the predictive value of the same contextual color cues in a stepwise fashion from minimally predictive (Step 1) to indirectly predictive (Steps 2-4) to directly predictive (Step 5). Would the flies follow this scheme and shift their processing of the colors from generalization to discrimination?
To investigate the biological basis of context dependence and to provide a proof of concept for the neurobiological value of such a closed methodology, we tested flies with experimentally blocked mushroom-body output in both context generalization and two cases of conditional discrimination (Fig. 4, below) .
Colors as context
At the first step, wild-type flies master the context generalization task ( Fig. 2A, Context generalization) , while the transgenic flies with blocked mushroom-body output fail to generalize the pattern memory across the contexts (Fig. 4A , below, Context generalization). This result corroborates and extends the results by Liu et al. (1999) , which did not include the driver strain mb247. Thus, the wild-type animals did not reveal whether they had detected the context change and showed the conditioned pattern preference even in the new context. This result simultaneously corroborates previous findings Tang and Guo 2001 ) that flies can process patterns independently from colors and do not treat the two sets of stimuli as a compound. It needs to be pointed out that flies with impaired mushroom-body function are otherwise fairly normal and, for example, readily learn to discriminate the visual patterns operantly and classically (Wolf et al. 1998; Liu et al. 1999 ).
Colors in a feature discrimination task
In the context generalization experiment, the background illumination is only changed once, giving this change in the total stimulus situation minimal predictive value. In our second step, we increased the predictive value of this change by increasing the number of color changes together with the application of the reinforcer. Switching between training and test periods every minute reduces the final test score only if training and test phases are characterized by different background colors (see avoid the heated patterns only in the illumination in which the patterns were actually combined with heat. Thus, the flies are able to detect that the change in coloration can predict a change in the heating regime (for more details see Wiener 2000) . One could say that in this procedure, the colors that used to be part of the context are now "setting the occasion" for the punishment of certain pattern orientations, such that a pattern memory that at first was context-independent ( Fig.  2A ) becomes now context-dependent (Fig. 2B) . In this interpretation, the paradigm is classified as feature discrimination, a case of occasion setting (Bouton and Nelson 1994; Holland et al. 1997; Dibbets et al. 2002) . However, more experiments are needed to unambiguously conclude occasion setting as a mechanism for solving this feature discrimination task. We conclude that pattern memory can be both context independent and dependent, depending on the temporal relationship of the involved stimuli.
Colors in conditional discrimination tasks
Taking these experiments an additional step further, we trained the animals to avoid one set of patterns in one color (say the upright T's in green color) and the other set in another color (for instance, the inverted T's in blue-green), using the same alternating schedule. Such a paradigm is also a case of occasion setting and often referred to as conditional discrimination (Rescorla et al. 1985; Colwill et al. 1988a; Wilson and Pearce 1990 ). In our case, the colors change between experimental periods, rendering this experiment a case of temporal conditional discrimination. No significant learning scores were obtained, not even after 14 min of training (see Fig. 2D , Temporal conditional discrimination). Most learning effects at the Drosophila flight simulator become asymptotic after 8 min of training (Brembs and Heisenberg 2000) . Of course, with a negative result it is impossible to rule out that the effect will appear with additional training (for discussion, see Brembs and Heisenberg 2001) . We conclude that even the most amount of training used in this study was not able to reveal occasion setting when the CS was controlled operantly and the OS was presented in a temporal sequence (i.e., classically). Below we describe the results of an alternative training and testing regime of temporal conditional discrimination, which also did not yield a significant learning score (yoked conditional discrimination). Simultaneously, this experiment falsifies again the hypothesis that colors and patterns form unique percepts (compounds) in this case, one would expect a significant learning score as the paradigm corresponds to a simple discrimination.
In the previous experiment, only the patterns were under operant control, the colors were changed every minute by the computer program. Operant control of CSs facilitates learning about them (Brembs 2000; Brembs and Heisenberg 2000; Heisenberg et al. 2001) . Possibly, operant control of the background colors would also lead to a facilitation of learning about their predictive value. Therefore, in a fourth step, we developed a scheme where the flies controlled both colors and patterns operantly. In this scheme, the color switches between quadrant borders such that flying toward an upright T will be punished in one color and unpunished in the other; the reverse contingency holds for the inverted T. In contrast to the previous experiment, the color changes take place at fixed points in space, which is why we termed it spatial conditional discrimination. The significant learning score indicates a successful operant spatial conditional discrimination experiment (Fig. 2E , Operant spatial conditional discrimination).
The standard experiment determining the importance of operant control is a so-called "yoked" control, where the stimuli under investigation are delivered to the animal in the same temporal sequence in which operantly trained animals experienced them. In our version of the yoked control, the patterns were under operant control of the fly, but the colors were changed according to the sequence stored during the experiment (Fig. 2E) , where both colors and patterns had been under operant control (a so-called replay experiment) (Wolf and Heisenberg 1991; Brembs and Heisenberg 2000) . Whenever the color changed, the pattern-heat association was reversed according to the stored sequence of color changes by the previously trained flies. The animals could thus control their flight direction with respect to the patterns operantly, but the pattern-heat association changed with the illumination of the arena independently of their behavior (Fig. 2F , Yoked conditional discrimination). For instance, if the fly was flying toward an unpunished upright T in blue-green arena illumination, the color would change to blue (and the heat turn on) whenever the animal it was yoked to had changed arena coloration (without changing the position of the arena for the current fly). We favored this approach over a yoked control where both color and pattern sequences were played back, because it has already been shown that pattern replay does not support conditioning in the timeframe used here (Wolf and Heisenberg 1991; Brembs and Heisenberg 2000) . Training with operant control of the patterns and yoked presentation of the colors did not yield significant learning scores (Fig. 2F ). This result is in line with the failure to acquire a temporal conditional discrimination ( Fig. 2D ), as the yoked procedure also changes the color background according to a temporal regime, albeit not at regular intervals, but at the time points specified in the stored sequence. In this respect, the yoked control experiment amounts to a transfer experiment in which the flies are trained in a temporal conditional discrimination paradigm and are tested in a spatial conditional discrimination paradigm. Interestingly, the yoked control group also exhibits significantly lower heat avoidance (repeated measures ANOVA, SS: 81.44, df: 1, MS: 81.44, F (278.4) , P < 0.001; data not shown). Apparently, exafferent inversion of the pattern-heat contingency is detrimental for heat avoidance, even if it is signaled by a concomitant change in background coloration. In conclusion, the yoked control experiment demonstrates that it is neither the number nor the dynamics of the color changes that lead to successful conditional discrimination when the animals control both colors and patterns operantly (Fig. 2E) . Consequently, the arrangement of operant control over both patterns and colors enabled the animals to learn that color predicts the nature of the pattern-heat contingency.
Operant control facilitates conditional discrimination
We also investigated whether spatial conditional discrimination could be accomplished entirely classically, i.e., by training the animals with the same spatial arrangement of colors and patterns as in the fully operant experiment, but independently of their behavior. To this end, the arena was rotated slowly around the animal in open loop. Colors and heat were switched according to the same rules as during the fully operant experiment, i.e., between the patterns. Thus, the animals could learn about the colors predicting the nature of the pattern-heat contingency, as in the other conditional discrimination tasks, but this time the colors were arranged with the same spatial relationship to the arena position as in the fully operant experiment. Drosophila can, in principle, be classically conditioned to learn this occasion setting situation (Fig. 2G , Classical spatial conditional discrimination). However, the classical procedure was performed by exposing the flies to equal amounts of heat and no-heat, whereas an operant occasion setting yielded significant results with the flies avoiding the heat for about 86% of the training periods (average training PI = 0.72). Possibly, even more training would also lead to a significant learning effect in the temporal conditional discrimination task (Fig. 2D) . This difference in heat requirement indicates a more efficient conditional discrimination if all predictive stimuli are under operant control. Previous work on operant and classical discrimination learning has led to the hypothesis that operant control of environmental stimuli (i.e., composite operant conditioning) facilitates the acquisition of classical (i.e., CS-US) associations (Brembs 2000; Brembs and Heisenberg 2000; Heisenberg et al. 2001) . Our results seem to suggest that learning about OSs is also facilitated by operant control.
There remains only one possibile explaination of our conditional discrimination results thus far. The animals might detect which of the two color changes is associated with heat and noheat, respectively, and then chose flight directions with respect to these references exactly between two patterns. In this view, the orientation of the patterns (i.e., upright or inverted T) would be irrelevant. We approached this possibility analytically and experimentally (Fig. 3) . First, we plotted the time spent in each heated and nonheated semicircle of the arena, respectively. A fixation peak at the angular position exactly between two patterns (i.e., where the colors switch) would support the alternative explanation. However, the flies chose flight directions preferentially toward the patterns and not between two patterns (Fig. 3A) . Nevertheless, the flies might only need a short period (or even only one instance) of switching from one color to the other in order to detect the safe flight directions, only to then continue to fixate the "safe" patterns. Therefore, we have conducted a control experiment identical to the operant spatial conditional discrimination paradigm (Fig. 2E ) but with the patterns replaced by four identical, vertical stripes. If the flies learn to solve the operant spatial conditional discrimination paradigm by a simple association between turning direction, color switch, and heat, the pattern orientations should be irrelevant and the flies perform equally well in this control procedure. However, the flies do not show a significant learning score, falsifying this hypothesis and lending additional support to our hypothesis that indeed the logical combination between pattern orientations and color is learned in our case of occasion setting (Fig. 3B ).
Colors as conditioned stimuli
Finally, in the fifth step, we conducted an operant colordiscrimination learning experiment similar to the one developed earlier (Wolf and Heisenberg, 1997) . In this experiment, the same colors that were used as context and OS in the experiments described above were set up to predict the occurrence of each single heating episode (i.e., the colors were set up as CS). In order to successfully solve this learning task, the fly has to choose "safe" flight directions with respect to four identical stripes. The only predictor of punishment is the arena coloration that switches between the identical stripes according to the conditioning schedule. Drosophila can learn to associate one of the colors with heat and avoid flight directions that lead to an arena illumination of this color (Fig. 2H , Operant color discrimination learning). A priori, this was not necessarily to be expected, considering that the colors used by Wolf and Heisenberg (1997) , in contrast to the colors used here, do not support context generalization when used as context (Liu et al. 1999) . However, in light of the successful conditional discrimination experiments, the suitability of these colors as CSs comes as somewhat less of a surprise. This result also emphasizes that the flies can readily distinguish the colors, even though they do not reveal that they can detect the color change in the wild-type context generalization experiment.
Summarizing the wild-type results, it emerges that the color pairs used for successful context generalization (i.e., blue-green/ blue and blue-green/green) are also suitable to serve both as OS
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Mushroom bodies are required for context generalization, but are dispensable for conditional discrimination
Knowing that flies without functional mushroom bodies fail to generalize between contexts (Fig. 4A , Context generalization; Liu et al. 1999 ), but do learn colors and patterns as CSs (Wolf et al. 1998) , we tested transgenic flies with blocked mushroom-body output for their ability to perform conditional discrimination (Fig. 4B,C) . Possibly, flies without functional mushroom bodies only fail to generalize between contexts because they learn quicker than wild-type flies that there will not be any punishment in the new context (see Figs. 2A, 4A ; in other words, flies without mushroom bodies may exhibit facilitated conditional discrimination). The unsuccessful temporal conditional discrimination experiment for these flies (Fig. 4B , Temporal conditional discrimination) falsifies this hypothesis, as one would have expected the facilitated learning to improve performance also in this task over wild type. The negative results from both wild-type (Fig. 2D ) and transgenic flies (Fig. 4B ) in this experiment also corroborate the findings (this study, as well as data from Liu et al. 1999; Brembs and Heisenberg 2001; Tang and Guo 2001 ) that colors and patterns are processed separately and not as compounds (even in flies with impaired mushroom-body function!).
Interestingly, flies with blocked mushroom-body output did produce significant performance indices after training in our fully operant, spatial version of the occasion setting paradigm (Fig. 4C , Operant spatial conditional discrimination).
Discussion
Higher-order learning in Drosophila For a learning situation to be classified as occasion setting, three criteria have to be met (Young et al. 2000; Pearce and Bouton 2001; Law et al. 2004) . First, the two stimuli have to be processed individually and not treated as a compound. Second, the OS does not enter into an association with the US alone (no simple conditioning of the OS). Third, the OS has to be a specific modulator of the CS. We have corroborated previous evidence for the separate processing of colors and patterns by showing that our choice of colors and patterns are indeed separable ( Fig. 2A) . Indeed, we have shown that the animals have to learn to incorporate the colors into the pattern memory template (Fig. 2B) . Additionally, one of our conditional discrimination paradigms (Fig. 2D , Temporal conditional discrimination) should have shown a significant learning score if colors and patterns had been processed as compounds. Moreover, even different pattern memories are processed by different layers of the fan-shaped body (Liu et al. 2006) , making innate compound processing of pattern and color memories unlikely. Thus, there are several independent lines of evidence suggesting that the first criterion is met. In vertebrates, extinction or transfer experiments have conventionally been used to meet the second criterion (Bouton and Swartzentruber 1986; Holland 1986 Holland , 1989a Myers and Gluck 1994; Young et al. 2000; Pearce and Bouton 2001; Law et al. 2004 ). These studies typically involved simple Pavlovian conditioning procedures with a single OS indicating the presence or absence of the US (i.e., feature discrimination, see, e.g., Bouton and Nelson 1994; Holland et al. 1997; Young et al. 2000; Pearce and Bouton 2001; Dibbets et al. 2002) . These feature discrimination designs (e.g., Fig. 2B ) do indeed require such additional controls, as the OS may be associated with the US alone. However, our final conditional discrimination designs are fully symmetrical (Fig. 2D,E,G) , i.e., both OS and CS come in an equally nonpredictive pair. Both the color pair and the pattern pair are by themselves equally associated with heat and therefore unsuitable as predictors of the heat-50% of both colors are associated with heat and 50% of both pattern orientations. Consequentially, neither of the two stimuli can enter into the association alone (simple conditioning cannot take place). Only by using the logical combination between the two (reminiscent of a configural learning task) (see, e.g., Pearce 1987 Pearce , 1994 Young et al. 2000; Pearce and Bouton 2001) , can the fly solve our conditional discrimination task (thus meeting the second criterion). Finally, our conditional discrimination designs use all possible permutations of colors and pattern orientations, excluding the possibility of the colors serving as a general (unspecific) modulator on the patterns-they must be learned as specific modulators of the pattern-heat contingency and thereby meet the third criterion.
We interpret these results as evidence that the flies solve the conditional discrimination tasks via an occasion-setting mechanism. To our knowledge, such higher-order learning has been found in only a few invertebrates (Colwill et al. 1988a; (Fig. 2E) , but with the T-shaped patterns replaced by four identical stripes as in color discrimination learning (Fig. 2H) . No significant performance index was obtained. Performance index: PI = (t a -t b )/(t a +t b ).
al. 1996; Schubert et al. 2002; Law et al. 2004; Matsumoto and Mizunami 2004) and has never been shown to be facilitated by operant control of the involved stimuli. This opens up higherorder conditioning for investigation in a genetically tractable, small-brained model system. Interestingly, free-flying honey bees are able to solve an operant conditional discrimination task (Schubert et al. 2002) , whereas such a paradigm has proven more difficult to develop and is still lacking in the classical proboscis extension reflex with harnessed bees.
Mushroom bodies stabilize memory templates during context changes
Our approach opens the exciting aspect to investigate the neural mechanisms of higher-order associative processing. In simple associative conditioning, temporal coincidence is sufficient for individual neurons to mediate the learning process (Carew et al. 1981; Kandel and Schwartz 1982; Walters and Byrne 1983; Murphy and Glanzman 1999; Brembs et al. 2002; Antonov et al. 2003) . In occasion setting, each stimulus by itself will trigger coincident firing where its pathway and the one of the US converge, since each separately will be reinforced-only the logical combination determines an unambiguous rule. Hence, the biological modifications in the brain need to take place in brain regions where the logical connection between OS and CS is preserved and not where the CS or the OS themselves are processed. Interestingly, memory traces for visual patterns have been localized to different layers of the fan-shaped body (Liu et al. 2006) , while the brain regions implicated in the processing of CS and context are the mushroom bodies (Liu et al. 1999) . Among a variety of measures that compromise mushroom-body function, we chose to use transgenic expression of tetanus toxin in mushroom-body Kenyon cells to prevent synaptic transmission. Flies with compromised mushroom-body function perform well in a range of behaviors. They show coordinated walking, the full male courtship sequence, visual flight control, and basic responses to various stimuli (Heisenberg et al. 1985; Heisenberg and Wolf 1988; de-Belle and Heisenberg 1994; Connolly et al. 1996) . While they can solve a number of learning tasks (Wolf et al. 1998) , they fail in context generalization (Liu et al. 1999) . In a first demonstration of the powerful combination of a closed behavioral methodology and modern transgenics, we have subjected flies with blocked mushroom-body output to both context generalization and occasion-setting experiments. While the flies failed to express pattern memory after a context change (Fig. 4A ) (extending previous results from Liu et al. 1999) , they could use the predictive information in the context change to learn about the patternheat contingency and solve the operant conditional discrimination task (Fig.  4C) . Although we consider it unlikely, it would nevertheless be interesting to test more mushroom-body-specific driver lines to possibly find strains that fail in both tasks. Additionally, converging results from redundant techniques such as the ablation of the mushroom bodies by treating larvae with hydroxy-urea (de-Belle and Heisenberg 1994) would serve to corroborate any findings in other transgenic lines. The mushroom bodies are a prominent neuropil and a hotspot of research (Heisenberg 2003; Gerber et al. 2004 ). Among many hypotheses, it has been proposed that mushroom bodies reduce the sensitivity to context changes by first extracting the CS from the context and then stabilizing the CS-US memory template against context changes (Liu et al. 1999) . One original hypothesis was that flies without functional mushroom bodies cannot extract the CS from the context as well as wild-type flies and, hence, are not able to express the memory in the new context (Liu et al. 1999 ). An alternative hypothesis explains the context dependence in mushroom-body-impaired flies with enhanced occasion setting. Our temporal conditional discrimination task can discriminate between these alternatives. If mushroom bodies are involved in the separation of CS from context, mushroom-bodyimpaired flies should at least show a small learning score after 14 min of training (Fig. 4B) , as they only have to solve two simple conditioning tasks instead of a higher-order task. If mushroom bodies reduce the capacity to learn occasion setting, mushroombody-impaired flies should show a significant learning score already after <14 min of training. However, the mushroom-bodyimpaired flies completely failed this task, just as the wild-type flies. Suppose our results also hold for other transgenic lines as well as other, redundant techniques, what would this mean for our understanding of mushroom-body function?
Our data show that flies with impaired mushroom-body output probably can extract the patterns from the color background (Fig. 4B) . If the colors were just part of the memory template, as Liu et al. (1999) suggest, the temporal conditional discrimination paradigm should amount to two simple conditioning tasks, e.g., the upright T in blue background is something 
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www.learnmem.org entirely different from the upright T in blue-green background. Flies with impaired mushroom-body function can solve such simple conditioning tasks (Wolf et al. 1998 ) and there should be no interference between the two-flies can store at least four memory templates simultaneously . Thus, there appears no reason why these flies should not, in principle, be able to solve the task if patterns and colors were indeed not separable for them. It is tempting to even go so far as to interpret this result as evidence for context-independent memory in mushroom-body-impaired flies, but further experiments are needed to corroborate this interpretation.
On the same grounds, the data also rule out the alternative hypothesis that flies with impaired mushroom-body function are more efficient in occasion-setting tasks. If the reduction in avoidance after a context change (Fig. 4A) were indeed due to occasion setting, the temporal conditional discrimination task (Fig. 4B) should show a significant learning score already early in the experiment.
In conclusion, flies without mushroom bodies still appear to separate colors and patterns, but do not show enhanced occasion setting. With such evidence against both hypotheses, the picture instead emerges that mushroom bodies may specifically enhance the stability of memory traces against changes in the stimulus situation, but do not decrease the ability to detect such changes. Higher-order learning (occasion setting) appears to be independent of this function of the mushroom bodies. There is evidence suggesting that the reason for this independence lies in the different processing of generalization vs. discrimination tasks (Brembs and Hempel de Ibarra 2006) .
Context dependence can be both feature and failure
One can intuitively understand the value both in heeding and in ignoring a signal for a biologically important event in a new situation. The former recognizes that the signal may still be relevant, even in the new situation; the latter saves valuable resources by recognizing that in the new situation the signal needs to validate its signaling qualities. One can also easily understand that the degree to which the two situations differ has an effect on the outcome of such experiments. Indeed, the choice of colors is important for context-independent or context-dependent pattern memory in Drosophila (Liu et al. 1999) . Presumably, and this is precisely where the issue becomes more intricate, the crucial determinant of context dependence or independence are the (species-specific) stimuli that make up what the human observers call "context." For some researchers, context generalization is the brain capacity and biological manipulations are sought to compromise it (e.g., Liu et al. 1999) . For others, the context dependence is the brain capacity (occasion setting) and biological manipulations are sought to compromise it (e.g., Law et al. 2004 ). The conundrum is not enlightened by a large number of terms denoting the same or very similar experimental situations. Context generalization (this study; Liu et al. 1999; Brembs and Hempel de Ibarra 2006) takes place when a memory can be transferred between different contexts (context-independent memory). Contextual learning or context conditioning (e.g., Colwill et al. 1988b; Kim and Fanselow 1992; Debiec et al. 2002) refers to experiments in which different contexts predict the occurrence or nonoccurrence of otherwise unsignaled USs. Feature discrimination (e.g., Bouton and Nelson 1994; Holland et al. 1997; Dibbets et al. 2002) refers to experiments where a stimulus (or context) predicts the reinforcement/ nonreinforcement of a CS. Conditional discrimination (e.g., Rescorla et al. 1985; Colwill et al. 1988a; Wilson and Pearce 1990), trans-switching (e.g., Furedy 1991; Lachnit and Kimmel 1991) , and ambiguous discrimination (e.g., Holland 1991) all denote experiments that are also classified as occasion setting (e.g., Swartzentruber 1991; Bonardi and Hall 1994; Miller and Oberling 1998; Schmajuk et al. 1998; Young et al. 2000; Clarke et al. 2001 )-a stimulus (or context) characterizes the nature of a CS-US contingency or discrimination. Traditionally, researchers distinguished between predictive stimuli and mere "context" either by the physical properties of the stimuli (e.g., Bouton et al. 1999) , or according to their temporal relationship to the US (e.g., Wickens 1987). The work on Drosophila at the flight simulator demonstrated that both physical properties (Liu et al. 1999; Brembs and Hempel de Ibarra 2006) and the nature of the predictive relation to the reinforcer (this study) are critical for the decision of whether to treat two situations as equivalent or as fundamentally different. The fewer the changes between situations, the more pronounced the impact of the physical properties of the situation (Liu et al. 1999; Brembs and Hempel de Ibarra 2006) ; the more changes, the more pronounced the role of the changes and their relationship to the reinforcement (this work; see also Swartzentruber 1991; Myers and Gluck 1994) . Thus, for the general organization of learning experiments, it must be emphasized that the classification of stimuli as "context" is less obvious and self-explanatory than it might seem. Moreover, whether the nonretrieval of a memory in any however slightly altered experimental situation can be considered a feature (contextual memory) or a failure (no generalization) cannot be addressed without further experiments of the kind detailed in this work. The overarching brain capacity is to be able to flexibly generalize or discriminate between two situations depending on the information the difference between the situations conveys to the animal. Investigating generalization or discrimination individually is a one-sided endeavor and may thus yield confusing results. In our companion paper, we have applied this new methodology and addressed the inter-dependence of the physical parameters and the predictive value to show that discrimination and generalization of background colors are supported by different parameters in Drosophila (Brembs and Hempel de Ibarra 2006) .
For fruit flies, as for humans, the claim appears valid that "like parallel research on occasion setting, research on contextual control suggests that a more complex associative structure may often be acquired in associative learning." (Pearce and Bouton 2001) .
Materials and Methods
Flies
Flies are kept on standard cornmeal/molasses medium (Guo et al. 1996) at 25°C and 60% humidity with a 14-h light/10-h dark regime. Females aged 24-48 h are briefly immobilized by coldanesthesia and glued (Loctite UV glass glue) with head and thorax to a triangle-shaped copper hook (diameter 0.05 mm) the day before the experiment. The animals are then kept individually overnight in small moist chambers containing a few grains of sucrose.
Transgenes Sweeney et al. (1995) developed a method that constitutively blocks synaptic transmission by expressing the catalytic subunit of bacterial tetanus toxin (Cnt-E) in target neurons in the Drosophila brain using the P[GAL4] technique (Brand and Perrimon 1993) . Because of the effects of mushroom-body function on context generalization (Liu et al. 1999) , we use the Cnt-E transgene to block synaptic output from the mushroom bodies. The P[GAL4] line mb247 (Schulz et al. 1996 ) is used as a mushroombody-specific GAL4 driver (Zars et al. 2000) . This driver strain has not been tested for context generalization previously. We use the trans-heterozygote offspring from the driver (mb247) and the reporter strain (UAS GAL4 -Cnt-E) for our studies as described previously (Sweeney et al. 1995; Baier et al. 2002) .
Apparatus
The Drosophila flight simulator is a computer-controlled feedback system in which the fly uses its yaw torque to control the rotations of a panorama surrounding it (Fig. 1) . The core device is the torque meter (Götz 1964; Heisenberg and Wolf 1984) , which measures a fly's angular momentum around its vertical body axis. The fly, glued to the hook, is attached to the torque meter via a clamp to accomplish stationary flight in the center of a cylindrical panorama (arena; diameter 58 mm), homogeneously illuminated from behind (Fig. 1) . The light source is a 100W, 12V tungsten-iodine bulb. For background coloration of the arena, the light is passed through one of three different broad band filters-(1) broadband blue (Kodak Wratten gelatin filter No. 47); (2) broadband green (Kodak Wratten gelatin filter No. 99); and (3) "daylight" blue-green (Rosco "surfblue" No. 5433). The transmission spectrum of the Rosco blue-green filter used in this study is equivalent to that of the BG18 filter (Schott, Mainz) used by Liu et al. (1999) (data not shown). Filters can be exchanged by a fast solenoid within 0.1 sec.
A computer-controlled electric motor rotates the arena such that its angular velocity is proportional to, but directed against the fly's yaw torque (coupling factor K = ‫/°11מ‬sec·10 ‫01מ‬ Nm). This enables the fly to stabilize the panorama and to control its angular orientation. This virtual "flight direction" (i.e., arena position) is recorded continuously via a circular potentiometer (Novotechnik, A4102a306 ). An analog to digital converter card (PCL812; Advantech Co.) feeds arena position and yaw torque into a computer that stores the traces (sampling frequency 20 Hz) for later analysis.
Punishment is achieved by applying heat from an adjustable infrared laser (825 nm, 150 mW), directed from behind and above onto the fly's head and thorax. The laser beam is pulsed (∼200 msec pulse width at ∼4 Hz) and its intensity reduced to assure the survival of the fly.
General experimental design
Each fly is used only once. The time-course of the experiment is divided into consecutive periods of either 1 or 2 min duration. Depending on whether heat may be applied during such a period, it is termed a training period (heating possible) or a test period (heat off). Note that this nomenclature is independent of any higher-order training that may encompass several training/ test periods. The treatment of the flies during these periods determines the type of experiment, as described below. Color pairs were always green/blue-green and blue/blue-green (Fig. 1) .
Discrimination learning-patterns
For patterns as CS (Wolf and Heisenberg 1991) , four black, Tshaped patterns of alternating orientation (i.e., two upright and two inverted) are evenly spaced on the arena wall (pattern width = 40°, height = 40°, width of bars = 14°, as seen from the position of the fly). A computer program divides the 360°of the arena into four virtual 90°quadrants, the centers of which are denoted by the patterns. During training periods, heat punishment is made contiguous with the appearance of one of the pattern orientations in the frontal visual field. Reinforcement of each pattern is always equalized within groups. During test periods, the heat is permanently switched off.
Discrimination learning-colors
For colors as CS (Wolf and Heisenberg 1997 ) the centers of the four virtual quadrants are denoted by four identical vertical stripes (width = 14°, height = 40°). The color of the illumination of the whole arena is changed whenever one of the virtual quadrant borders passes a point in front of the fly. During training periods, heat punishment is made contiguous with one color of the pairs blue/blue-green and green/blue-green. Reinforcement of each color is always equalized within groups. During test periods, the heat is permanently switched off. See Figures 1 and  2H , Operant color discrimination learning.
Context generalization
Testing for the stability of pattern memory, the number of background color changes with each training/test period is varied.
1. Following the original context generalization experiment by Liu et al. (1999) , only one color change takes place after seven 2-min periods (2 ‫ן‬ test, 2 ‫ן‬ training, test, 2 ‫ן‬ training), before the final 2-min test period. The color is changed either between green and blue-green for half of the cases or between blue and blue-green for the rest of the cases, such that each color is training or test color in 25% of all experiments. A successful generalization experiment is characterized by a positive learning score, which indicates that the pattern memory was generalized across the different color contexts.
Such a successful experiment also shows that the pattern can be processed independently from the color and the two stimuli are not perceived as a compound 
Occasion setting
In a modification of the previous experiment, arena coloration is used to indicate the nature of the pattern-heat contingency. For instance, flying toward the upright T is punished under green illumination and the inverted T is unpunished, but then bluegreen illumination indicates the reverse pattern-heat contingency. In this experiment, neither of the stimuli alone can unambiguously predict reinforcement. The animals can master this discrimination only by considering the different combinations of the stimuli. We use four different occasion setting paradigms as described in the following paragraphs.
Temporal conditional discrimination
This version is the direct extension of the context generalization experiments described above. By alternating 1-min periods, the patterns remain under operant control. After two test periods with each arena illumination color, 14 periods of training follow. The arena illumination color changes with each period. Patternheat contingencies alternate with the colors (colors balanced) and periods. In this manner, the patterns stay under operant control of the fly for the duration of the experiment, but the colors are under the control of the experimenter and therefore 
Operant spatial conditional discrimination
In this paradigm the colors do not change between periods (temporally) but between quadrants (spatially). In this way, both colors and patterns come under operant control. The center of each quadrant is still denoted by the patterns (alternating upright and inverted Ts). The difference to temporal conditional discrimination consists of the arrangement of color and heat with the quadrants. While heat was associated with two opposite quadrants (e.g., the ones with the upright T in the center) before, heat is now associated with adjacent quadrants, i.e., one with an upright and one with an inverted T. Thus, instead of being switched on or off at each of the four quadrant borders, the heat is now switched on or off at only two opposite borders. The color of the arena illumination is changed at the remaining two quadrant borders, where the heat is not switched on or off. Thus, heat is applied in two quadrants, which include an upright and an inverted T as well as the quadrant border where the background coloration is changed. Conversely, arena coloration is changed exactly between the two punished patterns and between the two unpunished patterns. In such a way, the flies get heated when they fly toward, say, a green upright T and a blue-green inverted T and switch the heat off by flying into one of the other two quadrants with a green inverted T and a blue-green upright T. One arrangement of quadrants may thus look as follows: The first quadrant features the upright T and whenever the fly enters this quadrant, the whole arena turns to blue illumination. The second quadrant features the inverted T and the arena illumination remains blue. If the fly enters the third quadrant with the upright T, the whole arena turns to blue-green. In the fourth quadrant, the inverted T is in the center, but the arena illumination stays blue-green. The heat regime is such that neither pattern nor color alone could predict reinforcement. For example, heat is switched on whenever the fly enters quadrants 2 or 3, but no heat is presented when entering quadrants 1 or 4. This heat regime is used for half of the animals, whereas the other half of the animals is not punished in quadrants 2 or 3, but quadrants 1 or 4 are punished. The training phase lasts 11 min, and is divided into 1-min periods. After each period, the arena is set to a random position to minimize conditioning to spurious spatial cues. The spatial arrangement of patterns and colors was randomized across periods (i.e., if the patterns in quadrant 1 and 2 were "blue" and the patterns in quadrant 3 and 4 "blue-green" in one period, this association was reversed in a random selection of other periods). This randomization minimized the spatial contingency and emphasized the logical contingency between patterns, heat, and colors. After 11 min of training, the animals are tested for 1 min for their quadrant preference with the heat permanently switched off. See Figures 1 and 2E , Operant spatial conditional discrimination. Transgenic flies (Fig. 4B , Operant spatial conditional discrimination) were trained for 8 min (four 2-min training periods) and tested for 2 min in the same temporal order as described for context generalization (Liu et al. 1999) , "Classical spatial conditional discrimination" (see below) and color discrimination learning (see above). In a control experiment (Fig.  3B) , the four T-patterns were replaced by four identical, vertical stripes as in color discrimination learning (see above).
Yoked conditional discrimination
This experiment aims to test for the requirement of operant control of the colors. The animals control the position of the patterns, but the sequence of color changes is played back from the animals previously trained in the previous experiment (patterns and colors operant), where they controlled both the patterns and the colors operantly. Thus, the dynamics and frequency of color changes are identical to the one where arena coloration is controlled by the fly. Only in this experiment, the color change is independent of the animal's behavior. Every change in the background coloration reverses the pattern-heat contingency as before. This experiment is almost identical to the temporal conditional discrimination experiment above, with the exception of the temporal sequence of color changes matching those of spatial conditional discrimination and the test being identical to that of spatial conditional discrimination. After 11 min of training, the animals are tested for 1 min for their pattern-color preference with patterns and colors under operant control, as in the previous experiment (patterns and colors operant). See Figures 1 and  2F , Yoked conditional discrimination.
Classical spatial conditional discrimination
This experiment is similar to the one where patterns and colors are under operant control (patterns and colors operant). However, the arena is not under the fly's control, but is instead rotated at 30°/sec, such that the full 360°of patterns, accompanying color changes, and heat are experienced by the fly, but independently of the fly's behavior. By these means it has previously been shown that flies cannot only learn to discriminate patterns (Brembs and Heisenberg 2000) but also colors (data not shown) independently of their behavior (i.e., classically). Thus, this experiment differs from the temporal conditional discrimination in both the number of color changes as well as the spatial relationship of the color change and the arena position. It has been shown previously that flies are sensitive to such spatial information (Brembs and Heisenberg 2000) . As in the fully operant experiment, the spatial arrangement of patterns and colors was randomized across periods (i.e., if the patterns in quadrant 1 and 2 were "blue" and the patterns in quadrant 3 and 4 "blue-green" in one period, this association was reversed in a random selection of other periods). Again, this randomization is intended to minimize the spatial contingency and emphasize the logical contingency between patterns, heat, and colors. After 8 min of training, the animals are tested for 2 min for their quadrant preference with the heat permanently switched off. In this test, both colors and patterns are under full operant control, as in the previous two experiments. See Figures 1 and 2G , Classical spatial conditional discrimination.
Data evaluation and statistics
The color and/or pattern preference of individual flies is calculated as the performance index PI = (t a -t b )/(t a +t b ). During training periods, t b indicates the time the fly is exposed to the heat and t a the time without heat. During test periods, t a and t b refer to the times when the fly choose the formerly (or subsequently) unpunished or punished situation, respectively. Thus, a PI of 1 means the fly spent the entire period in the quadrants not associated with heat, whereas a PI of ‫1מ‬ indicates that the fly spent the entire period in the quadrants associated with heat. Accordingly, a PI of zero indicates that the fly distributed the time evenly between heated and nonheated quadrants. PIs from test periods are called "test PIs" or "learning scores." Learning scores were tested for significance using a t-test for single means against zero, following Liu et al. (1999) .
